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Figure 1. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still [Exhibition].



“Humming Caught In Still” poses, interacts and engages with the question of “What is a safe medical environment? What does it look like? 
How does it make you feel or react? “. 

Throughout this project, my response to these questions is through Totafortis’s proposing of “humanisation of the beauty and recovery 
of humans and nature” (2018), portraying the context of a medical environment as a space for relaxation and healing rather than fear and 
anxiety.
My proposed research study for my master’s is developing a consultant space for the district health board; this space will be located within 
public locations of communities that neglect their healthcare. Due to the traumatising nature of medical environments, I want to explore how 
to provide further support and care through my practice to create a therapeutic healthcare experience for local communities. 

This practice was fabricated in response to my composition and definition of the words Echo, Mellifluent, Essence, Presence, and Mercurial. 
I was drawn and translated to these words by the visual impression imagined, depicting these words as emotions, movement and 
atmospheres of spaces. 
I created my own definition of these words as reactions of emotions, materials and movement. Through connecting and mapping out the 
words, I began to identify the relations through the vibrations and nature of the impression created from these words. Finding linkages 
between mellifluent, mercurial and echo. However, all these words had contrasting meanings but held relations between forms of movement 
and effects; creating an “erratic yet soft nature” through depictions of an after-effect found within a material or space.  

Through this process, I began creating visualisations of the words concerning biophilic elements and post-reactions in handmade models 
to comfort and support. This was done through the primary exploration of materiality surfaces, and investigating the different post effects 
created within each surface concerning each word. Deciphering how the form made me feel and how relaxed I felt? 

I initially worked with creating textures and models of nature after-effects, ripples, presses, and movement through the materiality; of 
clay, paper, fabric, wire, and acrylic paint. Through success and failure, these reactions of materiality became flourishing embodiments of a 
relaxing environmental atmosphere. 
The most successful response was my model, which used wind and breath to depict an ocean current movement, creating a marble-
like surface of blended paints. Within this form, I question the attraction of biophilia through the appearance of life and vital scenes of a 
“sensorially rich world”, yet this appeared too overwhelming and distracting to provide support for a safe medical environment. So the idea 
of exploring an embodiment or vibration of a healing environment arose to create support through distractions within depictions of biophilic 
design elements.

Holistic Statement



I began to receive feedback on incorporating direct materials of nature into my responses as further exploration, yet within my design 
settings and context, having direct contact with these organisms is unhygienic for medical environments. So I began to explore how I 
can portray direct representations of nature through the words mercurial, mellifluent and echo, and seeing the post effects created by 
these words. 
I began playing around with illustrating the illusion of an oceanic scene, depicting the movement and stillness of the scenes, echo and 
presence. With depicting the layering and depth of the work.
I wanted to create a window view of an environmental scene, but continue my form of movement as weight for the work. I played 
around with creating the ripples and essence of different scenes, by layering various paper transparency. Yet these forms created too 
much shielding and boundaries between the scene and the user. I explored further weight with wire, which provided the biophilic 
element of light and airflow through the work, creating the perfect transparency of distraction. 

This form humanises the experience and atmosphere created within the environment of placement, specifically medical scenes, 
creating a distraction from worry. I continued with the moulding and blending of paint and moulding-paint to create the abstracted 
natural scenes, capturing the stillness of the ripples and essence and extending the surface’s echo through the wire. The design allows 
light to peak through the transparency and layering of the paint, creating access to natural light. 
The placement of levels within this work portrays the control and effect of biophilic elements within my healing environment.
Mercurial and mellifluent’s erratic yet soft nature connects through the fast yet frozen scene. The placement of this work is key to the 
experience created. The form hanging directly above the viewer gives access to support through the naturalist colouring and forms in 
the work. As the mind starts to wander, so do the eyes and body, with moving around the work and following the extension up as a 
distraction from your mind. Creating the user’s own mellifluent movement of echos, following past viewer’s paths.

The work and exploration have the potential to develop further by exploring the concept of sound and the absorption filled, exploring 
different materials and mediums as the work echoes, with faux naturalistic forms, of greenery wrapping around the echos.  

Answering the question of what is a representation of a safe medical environment? How does it make you feel or react? 
Humanising the atmosphere of the space, through the support and distraction of biophilia.  



Humming Caught In Still

This works purpose and process was to create 
similar effects of a healing envionment, through 
support, distraction and a critique of biophilic 
elements. 

Figure 3. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still [Exhibition].

Figure 4. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still [Exhibition].



Setting the Scene

The layout of the exhibtion itself, sets a scene up for 
a purposed experience. The standing pew and mat, 
allows the viewers to engage with the abstract, and 
then look up underneath the scene of support. Basking 
in the stilled stream, and then moving around the work 
to view the mellifluent and mercurial ripples echoing up 
to the ceiling.

Figure 5. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still [Exhibition].

Figure 6. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still [Exhibition].



Essence EchoMercurial PresenceMellifluent

Five Words

At the beginning of this design process I chose five words and 
began expanding them, through a mind map. As I visualised and 
explored the words in relation to biophilic elements of objects, 
scenes, and the purpose of comfort and support.



Mindmap

Through connecting and mapping out the words, I began to identify the 
connections through the vibrations and nature of the impression created, 
with these connections creating a visual after-effect or after thought. 

Figure 7. Cherguit, A. (2022). Mindmap [Digital Illustration].



Self Definition: 
“The hidden sparkle. Highlighting 
the hidden; physically as seen as 
a detail or metaphorically; glowing 
through the cracks.”

Material: Nature, Clay

Essence

Definitions

As I visualised and explored the words in relation to biophilic 
elements, I explored the materiality surfaces and the different 
surface effects created by each response.

Mercurial

Self Definition: 
“Erratic behaviour, but soft nature.”

Material: Liquid, Glass

Presence
Self Definition: 
“The strong and bold appearance, specifically 
represented within concrete or metals. The 
definition of the strength and underlying form 
found within structures.”

Material: Stone, Concrete

Echo

Self Definition: 
“The effects or presence of 
weighted movement- the 
leftover residue, from sound, 
feet, fingers or breath. The 
movement pathway.”

Material: Sand, Wire, String
Mellifluent
Self Definition: 
“A post reaction. The organic nature and result 
of the ripple effect. Dropping of fabric or liquid,  
resulting in the ripple or folding.
 
Material: Fabric, Water



Conceptual Responses

I explored how these responses effected 
a space’s atmoshpere, hoping that these 
elements could emit the relaxing nature of 
biophilic design. Deciphering how the form 
made me feel? And how relaxed I felt?

Through that process of success and failure, 
I realised that the best way to embody 
the relaxing environmental atmosphere 
was through the representation of nature 
rather than materiality surface and texture 
exploration similar to nature.

Mercruial

Presence

Echo

Mellifluent

Essence

Figure 8. Cherguit, A. (2022). Essence Response [Clay, Metal, Wire]. Figure 9. Cherguit, A. (2022). Mercruial Response [Acrylic Paint, Card]. Figure 10. Cherguit, A. (2022). Echo Response [Wire].

Figure 11. Cherguit, A. (2022). Mellifluent Response [Clay, Metal, Wire, Paper]. Figure 12. Cherguit, A. (2022). Presence Response [Acrylic Paint, Card].



This exploration portrays the delicate nature of formations 
of ripples, created within post-effects of water movement. 
Moulding wire to achieve these organic shaping. 

Mellifluent

Figure 13. Cherguit, A. (2022). Mellifluent Response [Wire].



I worked with clay to leave imprints, of the veins 
found in leaves and steams. Exploring the narrative 
of the nature and this experience.

Essence

Figure 14. Cherguit, A. (2022). Essence Response [Clay, Leaf].



These responses explore the process of Biophilic 
Design, with creating these blends through my breath. 
Fabricating layers of tranquility through erratic and 
fluctuating water currents and rips.

Mercurial

Figure 14. Cherguit, A. (2022). Mercurial Response [Acrylic Paint, Card].

Figure 15. Cherguit, A. (2022). Mercurial Response [Acrylic Paint, Card].



Biophilia + Biophilic Design

“The very idea of biophilic design was  actually born 
from the growing awareness that the mind and the 
human body develop within a “sensorially rich world” 
that is fundamental to people’s health and intellectual, 

emotional and spiritual well-being.”- Totafortis, S. 

Within Biophilia the origins of Biophilic Design. The theory and method 
reconnects humans to the environment. My practice relating back to a 
medical thinking uses Biophilic Design to “humanise the space”, 
through an abstract representation.



Ulrich’s study of “distraction therapy”, highlights the view of a window 
as visual stimulation. Discovering that patients who experienced 
nature felt less pain whilst undergoing a painful procedure (1984).

Access to a View

Figure 16. Howey, G. (n.d.). Photography Tours, New Zealand 
[Photography].



Water Lillies Series

The depiction of Monets water-lily pound, creates 
a therapeutic and soft experience to the space, 
controlling the atmoshpere and emotional response.

Figure 17. Monet, C. (1915). Nymphéas [Oil on Canvas]. Figure 18. Monet, C. (1920). Reflections of Clouds on the Water-Lily Pound 
[Oil on Canvas].



Distraction Process

Through discussion, I received feedback of creating very erratic and 
overwhleming scenes; taking consideration into the “stilled”. 
Inspiring, capturing the echos and mellifluent movement of a scene. Depicting 
an abstract atmoshpere of naturalistic colours and forms frozen in place.

Figure 19. Cherguit, A. (2022). Wind and Breath, Dirstaction [Acrylic Paint, Card].



Final Scene

The scene is fabricated through the movement of wind and breath, providing 
the atmoshpere’s support mechanism. Then using the exploration of depth 
and weight as a distraction. 

Figure 20. Cherguit, A. (2022). Water-Lily, Dirstaction Series [Acrylic Paint, Card].



Depth + Layering

My conceptual designs, became 
very 2D and flat, so I explored 
the element of depth and weight. 
Exploring the transparency of 
layering. 
This created too many 
boundaries to the image, so I 
worked with extending the scene 
through wire rather than paper.

Figure 21. Cherguit, A. (2022). Echo Layering [Plexi Plate, Wire, String, Acrylic Paint].

Figure 22. Cherguit, A. (2022). Echo Layering [Plexi Plate, Tracing Paper, String, Acrylic Paint].



The glistening of light, can be seen 
peaking through the layering and 
transparency of the painted forms 
on the plexi glass. Exhibiting the 
Biophilic effect of access to natural 
light.

Stilled Scene

Figure 23. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still, Transparency [Exhibition].



Stilled Echo

The extended movement of these wire water echos and 
ripples, creates the distraction of the works weight and 
depth. Capturing attention as the mind starts to worry 
and wander.

Figure 23. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still, Detailed Wire {Exhibition].

Figure 24. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still, Detailed Wire {Exhibition].



“Throughout our evolution, we’ve spent 99.9% of our time in nature. Our physiology 
is still adapted to it. During everyday life, a feeling of comfort can be achieved if our 
rhythms are synchronised with those of the environment”- Yoshifumi Miyazaki. This 

exhibition providing a snap shot into this experience.

Figure 25. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still, Hanging Still {Exhibition].



The further exploration of this work has potential. With the ability 
to investigate into sound and absorption of the design and space, 

with the current biophilic elements of the design providing a 
response of air and light flow. 

This creates access to playing around with sound absorption in 
the extending echos of the work. Investigating into the different 
materials used to create these extending ripples. Exploring the 
different effects each material has within the atmoshpere and 

sound created within these envionments.

Developing Feedback



Figure 26. Cherguit, A. (2022). Humming In Still {Exhibition].
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